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ReSultS

The winners
Best Commodity ETF Manager
Deutsche Bank
Our readers say: “Innovative product development, great 
liquidity and expert management”

Best Fixed Income (excluding cash) ETF Manager
iShares
Our readers say: “Vast array of products, covers many 
areas of the fixed-income universe”

Highly Commended Fixed Income (excluding cash) 
ETF Manager
Credit Suisse Asset Management
Our readers say: “Best set of indices”

Best Fixed Income Cash (money market) 
ETF Manager
db x-trackers
Our readers say: “Eonia set the benchmark for the fixed 
income sector, a great US dollar money-market product”

Best North America Equity ETF Manager
iShares
Our readers say: “The broadest product range combined 
with innovative products”

Best Emerging Markets Equity ETF Manager
db x-trackers
Our readers say: “Even access to small, illiquid markets”

Best Europe Equity ETF Manager
Amundi
Our readers say: “Best overall suite of products”

Best Global (ex-Us) Equity ETF Manager
Source
Our readers say: “Revolutionary open architecture and an 
innovative suite of products”

Best Asia Pacific ETF Manager
Nikko Asset Management (Japanese Topix ETF)
Our readers say: “Innovative and strong on liquidity”

Best Global Equity ETF Manager
Invesco PowerShares
Our readers say: “Ease of entry and liquidity”

Best Currency ETF Manager
ETF Securities

Our readers say: “Good range of currency pair products 
that are logical and transparent”

Best Mixed ETF Manager
db x-trackers
Our readers say: “Best offering, innovative products”

Best Alternative ETF Manager
db x-trackers
Our readers say: “Best niche market alternative offering”

Most innovative ETF provider
ETF Exchange 3rd Generation ETFs
Our readers say: “Good anticipation of market needs, 
speed to market, cutting edge of product development”

Most Innovative ETP provider
ETF Exchange 3rd Generation ETFs
Our readers say: “Resolves counterparty and transparency 
issues, quick to react to market demand, innovative 
product development”

Best European Exchange for Listing ETFs
Deutsche Börse
Our readers say: “Most liquidity, biggest offering in Europe”

Best Us Exchange for Listing ETFs
NYSE Arca
Our readers say: “Robust settlement infrastructure and 
liquidity”

Most Innovative Index Provider
STOXX
Our readers say: “Flexibility, variety and diversification of 
indices”

Highly Commended Innovative Index Provider
FTSE
Our readers say: “Conservative yet innovative set of indices”

Best ETF Administrator
State Street   
Our readers say: “High level of technology and service, 
too big to fail.”

These awards are given by Global Fund Media and do not certify any statutory 
compliance in any jurisdiction nor offer any assurance about the future 
performance of any company, product or service. The awards are based on the 
votes of etfexpress readers according to a range of their own criteria including 
product design and innovation, skills and experience, and quality of client 
service. Past investment performance is no guarantee of future results.
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slowness in ETF investment uptake by retail 
investors – although looming changes to 
distribution rules in various areas of the 
continent may well remove some of the 
hurdles.

However, as etfexpress celebrates the 
sector’s ongoing dynamism with its first set 
of industry awards, presented at a ceremony 
in London last month, there’s no doubt about 
either its continuing appeal to the investment 
community or the eagerness of asset 
managers to explore new and innovative 
product ideas.

The launch of new products may have 
slowed to a trickle during the dark days of 
2008 and the early part of last year, but the 
taps have been turned on again in earnest. 
Just the first week of April saw a flood of 
new exchange-trade product launches or 
listings, including one from HSBC on the 
London Stock Exchange, four from Source 
on Deutsche Börse, 20 from Amundi on 

While the market turbulence of the past 
three years temporarily slowed the seemingly 
irresistible rise of exchange-traded funds, 
industry professionals say that ultimately 
the crisis has benefited the ETFs sector by 
spotlighting the importance of two of their 
most important characteristics, transparency 
and liquidity.

The growing use of exchange-traded 
index-based products, especially by 
institutional investors, is likely to be boosted, 
they say, by dissatisfaction with the broad 
swathe of the actively-managed investment 
industry that is seen as offering little more 
than ‘me-too’ products that hug indices 
anyway and struggle to deliver a return 
justifying their often sizeable fees.

That’s not to say the ETF industry does 
not face its own challenges, particularly in 
Europe, where levels of exchange turnover 
have generally lagged substantially behind 
those in the US. Allied with this is the 

Exchange-traded 
products benefit from 
new focus on liquidity

By Simon Gray

oveRv i ew
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Amund i  inveStment  Solut ionS

The exchange-traded fund market has shown 
a huge increase in terms of assets under 
management in recent years, even during 
the particularly tough market environment of 
2008, when the global mutual fund industry 
suffered substantial redemptions. At Amundi 
ETF, we believe that this impressive growth 
is likely to last as many investors found that 
ETFs meet their requirements in terms of 
transparency, cost-efficiency and liquidity.

We decided to launch our ETF business 
two years ago in very tense market 
conditions. Our strategy in 2009 was focused 
on developing a large range of products 
while offering investors competitive prices 
(low management fees and tight spreads), 
quality products and constant innovation. 
After one year of development and with 
a presence only in France, we more than 
doubled our assets under management and 
registered one of the fastest growth rates in 
Europe in terms of market share.

The Amundi ETF range today comprises 
78 ETFs covering the main asset classes, 
equities, fixed-income, money market and 

commodities. Since 2009, we have been 
strategically increasing our product range 
with new product listings around every three 
months on NYSE Euronext Paris.

Since the beginning of 2010, we have 
started multi-listing our products on various 
stock exchanges across Europe including 
Deutsche Börse and Borsa Italiana. This 
marks another significant step in Amundi 
ETF’s development strategy and will help us 
achieve our ambitious target of becoming 
one of the five biggest players in Europe 
with more than EUR10bn in assets under 
management by 2012.

Innovation has been one of our main 
drivers in addition to our very competitive 
pricing policy. For example, we recently 
launched an innovative range of short 
government ETFs that has indisputably met 
with client interest. Without exploring niche 
or complex areas, we believe that there is 
still room for innovation and we intend to 
carry on developing our product offering to 
reach up to 100 ETFs by the end of 2010.

It is also worth mentioning that the way 
we build and manage our products is also a 
competitive edge as we can rely on the good 
credit rating of the Crédit Agricole Group, 
which is the swap counterparty of all our 
equity ETFs.

The equity portion of the Amundi ETF 
range comprises 58 products that offer 
investors multiple tools for their asset 
allocation. Along with plain vanilla regional, 
country or style-based ETFs, the range also 
includes 13 products tracking global and 
European sector indices, five short equity 
ETFs and four leveraged equity ETFs.

Many of these products were unique to 
the market at the time they were launched. 
For instance, we were the first provider 
to launch ETFs tracking the MSCI World 
Financial and MSCI World Energy indices. n

Driving forward 
with innovation

By valérie Baudson

Valérie Baudson is managing 
director of exchange-traded 
funds at Amundi Investment 
Solutions

Matthieu Guignard (left), head 
of ETF product development 
at Amundi ETF, who received 
the award for Best European 
ETF Manager, with Global Fund 
Media marketing director 
Oliver Bradley
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Deutsche Börse and 13 on Borsa Italiana, 
three from ComStage on Deutsche Börse, 
one from Van Eck Global on NYSE Arca, 10 
from db x-trackers on Nasdaq OMX, one 
from UBS on NYSE Arca, and nine from 
Invesco PowerShares on Nasdaq.

ETF assets could grow by up to 30 per 
cent this year, according to BlackRock’s 
Global ETF research and implementation 
strategy team headed by the industry’s 
long-time premier analyst, Deborah Fuhr. In 
its latest survey of the industry, BlackRock 
argued: “The landscape will continue to 
evolve in 2010 and beyond as we see 
more products from traditional active 
asset managers and alternative asset 
class exposures becoming available to 
‘mainstream’ retail and institutional investors 
through standardised and regulated fund 
structures such as Ucits in Europe.”

According to the firm’s research, at the 
end of February the global ETF industry 
comprised 2,090 funds with just a fraction over 
USD1trn (USD1,001.9bn) in assets, together 
with a further 629 other exchange-traded 
products (largely exchange-traded notes and 
exchange-traded commodities) accounting for 
a further USD150.3bn. In total, BlackRock says, 
there were 139 providers of exchange-traded 
products, which accounted for 4,918 listings on 
43 exchanges around the world.

But there are striking differences in the 
number of funds and volume of assets 
of ETFs in the US and those in Europe, 
where the industry is celebrating the 10th 
anniversary of the first product launch (on 
April 11, 2000). A decade later, the continent’s 
ETF industry consisted 901 funds from 35 
providers with assets of USD220.1bn and 
2,490 listings on 18 exchanges. Across the 
Atlantic, the US industry comprised slightly 
fewer ETFs – 807 from 28 providers – but 
just over three times the volume of assets at 
USD678.6bn, and the funds were listed on 
just two exchanges.

The fragmentation of the industry in 
Europe, industry members acknowledge, is 
a major factor in costs being higher – the 
average total expense ratio for equity ETFs 
is 40 basis points in Europe compared with 
34 bps in the US – and in lower trading 
volumes on European exchanges, which 
can impair one of the most fundamental 
sales arguments for ETFs, that investors can 

buy and sell them throughout the day on a 
recognised exchange in the same way as 
other securities.

It was these issues that prompted a group 
of banks and other financial market players 
to launch Source as a new provider in the 
European market in April 2009. “The question 
that we asked ourselves before we went 
into the business was whether the market 
really needed another provider of ETFs,” 
says chief executive Ted Hood. “When we 
looked at the European market we saw two 
fundamental shortcomings, particularly when 
we contrasted it with what was going on in 
the US, and those two things really struck us 
as opportunities.

“First, the depth of investor penetration 
of the market, and the degree of turnover in 
products – the actual trading of ETFs – was 
very low in Europe compared with the US. It 
was clear to the banks that came together 
to create Source that there were structural 
issues to the market which, if addressed, 
could allow products to become much more 
liquid and traded much more frequently, 
which would really enhance the value the 
products provided.”

In response, Source has taken a number 
of steps to improve liquidity. “The first was 
concentration of exchange listings,” Hood 
says. “It’s very attractive for a provider to 
list their products on a number of different 
exchanges, because it potentially enables 
them to attract investors who are only 
willing to invest in products listed on their 
home market. But the downside is that 
you’re fragmenting the liquidity – trades on 
one exchange draw liquidity away from the 
others. We took the fundamental strategic 
view that we would have focus liquidity on 
single exchanges based on what was the 
best exchange for a particular product.

“The other thing we’ve done was to 
structure our products in a way that facilitated 
a liquid borrowing market for the products. If 

 4 
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fragmentation – and has tackled each of them.
Efficient lending. The enormous ETF 

trading volumes in the US market can be 
attributed, in significant part, to the ease and 
efficiency with which investors – especially 
hedge funds – can borrow ETFs and sell them 
in the market to establish short positions. For 
various structural reasons, it has historically 
been both difficult and expensive to borrow 
European ETFs. Source has worked 
extensively with borrowers and lenders to 
address these structural impediments.

Index construction. To be a valuable 
benchmark for an ETF, an equity index must 
capture the performance of the target market 
and allow for liquid and efficient trading, both 
long and short. Recognising this, Source 
and STOXX worked together to create the 
STOXX Europe 600 Optimised Supersector 
indices. By enhancing these sector indices 
through reduced concentration, increased 
diversification and – for the first time ever for 
a broadly recognised benchmark – the ability 
to borrow/short the underlying constituents 
efficiently, we created a trading tool that has 
been embraced by the investing community.

Fragmentation. The ultimate way to 
enhance liquidity is to bring buyers and sellers 
together in a single place to trade a common, 
fungible instrument. In Europe, fragmentation 
among product providers, listings, currencies 
and market participants has frustrated 
secondary market volumes. Source has begun 
to reverse this trend by focusing multiple 
industry participants on a common product, 
concentrating exchange listings and bringing 
significant transaction volumes out of the OTC 
derivatives market into our products.

Over the coming year we will continue to 
expand our product range and assets under 
management while remaining focused on 
the issues that brought us into this market: 
enhanced liquidity, transparent counterparty 
risk and product performance. n

The past 12 months have been extremely 
busy and exciting for Source. Established at 
the end of April 2009 by a group of leading 
ETF market participants, Source has already 
attracted more than USD4bn in 46 equity 
ETFs and 28 exchange-traded commodities 
and has now received further encouragement 
by being voted Best Global (ex-US) Equity 
ETF Manager by readers of etfexpress.

As we prepared for launch last year, it 
was clear that many of the factors that drove 
investor concerns during the financial sector 
turbulence in 2008 helped to highlight the 
benefits of Source’s unique approach to 
constructing ETFs. In particular, the market 
conditions illustrated the value of Source’s 
open-architecture approach to delivering 
enhanced liquidity, increased transparency, 
reduced fragmentation, diminished 
counterparty risk and improved market 
performance. These characteristics remain 
as important as ever today.

In deciding whether to enter the European 
exchange-traded products market with 
Source, our partners – which now comprise 
BofA Merrill Lynch, Credit Suisse, Goldman 
Sachs, J.P. Morgan, Morgan Stanley, 
Nomura, Nyenburgh, All Options, Banca IMI, 
Exane, Flow Traders, IMC, Knight Capital, 
LaBranche, Newedge, SG Securities and 
UniCredit – first had to consider whether the 
market really needed another ETF provider.

The European market had a number 
of good providers and products but also 
fundamental shortcomings that struck us as 
opportunities - very low investor penetration 
and actual trading in ETFs compared with the 
US. Addressing these issues could enhance 
our products’ value by increasing their liquidity 
and trading frequency.

Source identified four specific barriers to 
enhanced liquidity – the lack of an efficient 
lending market for ETFs, index construction, 
market fragmentation and liquidity 

Ted Hood is chief executive of 
Source

Addressing liquidity 
for European ETFs

By ted Hood

SouRCe
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someone wants to short one of our products, 
they are designed in such a way as to enable 
the lending of our ETFs in a very liquid and 
cost-efficient way. As a consequence, we see 
an enormous amount of trading by investors 
using our products to express short views on 
particular benchmarks.”

Hood adds: “A lot of investors used to 
ask where the exchange-traded component 
was in European ETFs. We believe we 
have succeeded in tackling some of the 
technical issues surrounding products in 
order to facilitate liquidity in the market.” But 
he recognises that extending the appeal of 
ETFs beyond institutions to the European 
retail market will be a long-term effort.

“Clearly there is broad institutional 
acceptance of the products, with insurance 
companies, pension funds and more and 
more private banks using the products,” 
he says. “Where we don’t see any material 
penetration at the moment is on the 
retail side. Part of that has to do with the 
way distribution of investment products 
is structured in Europe, where typically 
products are sold to investors, and the 
people selling those products are paid by the 
manufacturers to sell them.

“ETFs are generally inexpensive products 
and there’s not an enormous amount of 
margin, certainly not enough to pay for that 
kind of distribution channel. But we believe 
investors in Europe as elsewhere in the world 
have recognised that ETFs are an excellent 
way of getting exposure to benchmarks, 
particularly investors that recognise the value 
of asset allocation as opposed to individual 
stock-picking. They find defined benchmarks 
and products like ETFs are a sensible way to 
go, and we think this will soon trickle down to 
the retail investor.”

Hood’s optimism is shared by Simon Klein, 
head of db x-trackers sales for continental 
Europe at Deutsche Bank, who notes that 
in the US, for example, around half of all 
new ETF investment is coming from the 
retail market. He says: “We will see further 
development in Europe as well, through fee-
based advisory and discretionary wealth 
management units. These kinds of business 
will increasingly use ETFs as building blocks 
in tactical and strategic asset allocation, so I 
believe the share of retail investment in ETFs 
will increase in the future.”

Fuhr and her team at BlackRock also 
believe that retail investment growth will 
come to match that by institutions. “ETFs 
have fundamentally changed the way both 
institutional and retail investors construct 
investment portfolios,” she says. “We expect 
ETFs to continue to be one of the preferred 
investment vehicles for low-cost beta 
exposure across both retail and institutional 
markets. Regulatory change such as the 
Retail Distribution Review seeking to ban 
commission in the UK retail market will have 
a significant impact on ETF usage in the next 
18 months, and globally we are seeing growth 
in institutional usage of European Ucits ETFs.”

Fuhr says the coming year may see growth 
in the sector boosted by hedge fund firms. 
Already extensive users of ETFs because of 
the ease of access to market benchmarks they 
offer, whether for long or short investment, 
hedge fund managers are already exploring 
the use of Ucits vehicles to access a broader 
spread of investors, a trend that could be 
extended to ETF vehicles in jurisdictions where 
regulators are comfortable with the idea.

“Hedge fund [managers] are now noticing 
the growth and appeal of ETFs, which are 
simple and easy to access, but have powerful 
distribution networks,” says the BlackRock 
report. “We expect to see more [managers] 
looking to create ETFs, with their own funds 
as the underlying exposure, in an effort to 
broaden their distribution capabilities.

Such a trend would present a challenge 
to the industry, the report argues: “This will, 
on one hand, give more investors access 
to the asset class and the ability to do so 
in small sizes, with daily liquidity, but also 
make it challenging for them to understand 
what they are investing in compared with the 
historical daily transparency of the underlying 
portfolio in low-cost index based exposures 
which ETFs have become known for.

“It will be important in the coming years 
that new generations of ETF [managers] 
educate investors on their structures and 
mechanics when they deviate from the 
traditional definition of ETFs as exchange-
listed, open-ended, liquid with secondary 
and primary in-kind creation and redemption 
(with support from market-makers and other 
liquidity providers), with real time indicative 
NAV, and transparent where the underlying 
portfolio is disclosed on a daily basis.” n
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nikko  ASSet  mAnAGement

Meeting investors’ 
needs through ETFs

By koei imai

Koei Imai is head of Nikko 
Asset Management’s ETF 
Centre

Koei Imai receives the Best 
Asia Pacific ETF Manager 
award from Global Fund Media 
sales manager Simon Broch

The growing popularity of exchange-traded funds has led a variety 
of investors to enter the market. The award of Best Asia Pacific ETF 
Manager to Nikko Asset Management by readers of etfexpress is 
testimony to our performance over the years.

From the outstanding support we received from voters, we can 
reasonably conclude that our focus on providing high-quality beta 
is being recognised by the ETF investment community. It also goes 
without saying that Nikko AM is committed to continuously providing 
quality beta and innovative products going forward.

The firm’s ETF line-up is dedicated to meeting investors’ needs. 
It is highly appreciated by investors and is recognised as a cost-
effective strategy in gaining exposure to the markets in question.

Nikko AM currently lists 12 ETFs on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, 
which cover Japanese equity, J-Reits, foreign equity (China, global and 
emerging markets) and global bonds. Adding ETFs to the existing 
investment trust line-up will further diversify as well as enhance the 
business portfolio of Nikko AM.

In addition to this, Nikko established an ETF Centre in 2008 that is 
dedicated to overseeing Nikko’s ETF business, including development 
of new products and sponsorship of promotional events. The ETF 
Centre has been actively organising events and lectures to facilitate 
knowledge of ETFs among the investor public.

Nikko AM was one of the first asset management firms to offer 
ETFs that were long perceived to be difficult to structure in Japan, 
including China A-shares, foreign bonds, global and emerging market 
equities. Including Asian ETFs in an investment portfolio can add 
diversification at a low cost. ETFs can be an effective means for 
investors to participate and benefit from investment opportunities 
in Asia.

In addition, ETFs have been gaining in popularity within Asia. We 
expect the ETF industry to continue expanding in the region with 
an increase in demand for products, particularly from institutional 
investors. This can in part be attributed to the effects of the global 
financial crisis. As awareness of the importance of having a 
diversified portfolio spreads among investors, the role of ETFs is 
becoming increasingly important.

ETFs are used by many different investors as a cost-effective 
alternative to mutual funds. They have the advantage of tracking 
the performance of market indices and also of being tradable on an 
exchange. More than USD1trn is invested globally in ETFs, according 
to BlackRock and Deutsche Bank research. n
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In the wake of the two years of financial 
turbulence and market upheavals, exchange-
traded fund providers are looking to ride the 
upswing in confidence by stressing product 
innovation, taking the sector far beyond its 
original roots as a channel for investment in 
the world’s best-known and most liquid stock 
market indices.

To be sure, funds that track leading 
indices still account for the lion’s share 
of the global total of just over USD1trn in 
ETF assets. What is generally agreed to 
be the first-ever US ETF, the SPDR S&P 
500 launched in January 1993, remains 
the biggest of the more than 4,000 ETFs 
now traded worldwide, with USD70.1bn in 
assets at the end of February, according to 
BlackRock, more than double the USD33.2bn 
of its closest rival, the iShares MSCI EAFE 
Index Fund. It is also the most liquid with 
an average daily trading volume of some 
USD25.5bn, nearly six times the USD4.45bn 

volume of the PowerShares QQQ Trust 
(which tracks the Nasdaq 100).

But industry members say there’s no 
future in trying to attract investor assets with 
new funds that track the S&P 500, the Euro 
Stoxx 50 or the FTSE 100. Instead providers 
of ETFs and other exchange-traded products 
are looking at other asset classes, including 
notably commodities and increasingly 
alternatives; alternatives to market 
capitalisation as a means of weighting 
index constituents; leveraged, short and 
leveraged short ETFs tracking recognised 
indices; ever more specialised sectors of 
national, regional and global economies; 
products that track indices conforming to 
Islam’s Shariah principles; and emerging and 
frontier markets. And in the past year or so 
a handful of providers have launched ETFs 
that do not passively track indices but have 
an actively managed portfolio.

Long gone are the days back in 2003 

Innovation the key as 
ETF industry builds on 

success
By Simon Gray

oveRv i ew
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StoXX

On the growth path 
with no limits

By Hartmut Graf

We are honoured that STOXX has been 
named most innovative index provider by 
readers of etfexpress. Winning this award 
shows us that the market acknowledges our 
own perception, that STOXX has become the 
leading European index provider due to its 
commitment to innovation.

STOXX has a heritage of designing 
innovative indices that has led to our 
success in Europe. Founded in 1998 with 
the vision to create pan-European indices 
that would allow investors to track the 
performance of blue chips across the 
newly established Eurozone, STOXX has 
become the brand for innovative indices. 
Our indices are rules-based, transparent 
and sophisticated, which makes them ideal 
underlyings for financial products.

The most recent testimonial of our 
commitment to innovation is the launch of 
the STOXX Europe 600 Optimised Market 
Quartile Indices, an addition to the STOXX 
Optimised Index family, of which the well-
known STOXX Europe 600 Optimised 
Supersector Indices are also part.

One of the defining features of the indices 
in this family is that they are the first to take 
into account the ability to borrow a 
stock in the stock lending market, a key 
component in facilitating active trading 
in the underlying index constituents 
and related products. Moreover, they 
also implement a special liquidity 
screening process in the selection of 
components. Innovations such as the 
STOXX Optimised Indices have been 
designed especially with the investment 
community and the tradability of 
financial products based on indices 
in mind.

We recently removed the ‘Dow 
Jones’ prefix from the name of all 
STOXX indices to reflect STOXX’s new 

ownership structure. Last December 2009, 
Deutsche Börse and SIX Group acquired the 
shares of STOXX previously owned by Dow 
Jones & Company.

With this change in ownership, STOXX 
now finally has a chance fully to expand its 
index range on a global level and across 
all asset classes, beyond the existing 
STOXX Global 1800 global equity index. 
We have also renamed all our indices for 
the European region to clearly label them 
as Europe-focused indices. This has been 
done with the future launch of further global 
indices in mind.

From now on, STOXX is present in the 
market with new power, new index names 
and without any limits.

Going forward, STOXX will expand its 
European success story to a global level, 
developing innovative, transparent and rules-
based indices not only for all regions but for 
all asset classes. In the long run, the goal is 
to combine the shareholders’ index offerings 
with that of STOXX. They already offer a well-
known and popular range of indices covering 
longevity, commodities and fixed income, as 
well as a wide range of equity and highly 

sophisticated strategy indices.
Currently, STOXX holds fifth position 

among index providers globally in the 
ETF segment in terms of assets under 
management. Considering that STOXX 
has so far been limited in growth 
by the structure of the previous joint 
venture, the growth potential now, 
under the new shareholding structure, 
is tremendous. 

Innovative ETFs rely on a rules-
based and transparent index 
methodology, a strong brand name 
of index provider, and sophisticated, 
innovative index concepts. STOXX 
offers all that – and more. n

Hartmut Graf is chief 
executive of STOXX

Konrad Sippel, responsible for 
global product development 
and sales, receives the award 
for Most Innovative Index 
Provider on behalf of STOXX
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when iShares, then part of Barclays but now 
owned by BlackRock, started a revolution by 
launching the first ETFs that tracked bond 
indices. “If you go back to the beginning, 
fixed-income ETFs were quite late to the 
table,” says iShares senior fixed-income 
portfolio manager Alex Claringbull. “At that 
time people assumed ETFs to be an equity 
thing, and thought the ‘E’ stood for equity.”

Today, though, fixed-income ETFs are 
solidly part of the industry mainstream – 
especially since the financial crisis sent 
many investors running back to more 
conservative asset classes. “To see how far 
we’ve come since 2003 and how accepted 
these products have become over that 
period of time is incredibly rewarding for me 
as someone who has been involved with 
iShares fixed-income ETFs really from the 
start,” Claringbull says.

“If you’re going to build a proper toolkit of 
investor choices, you need fixed income at 
the heart of it, certainly in continental Europe. 
And the events of the past couple of years 
have really brought fixed income to the fore. 
It’s been a safe haven for a lot of investors, 
and in 2009 it was an incredible investment 
opportunity as well.”

Claringbull says the acquisition last year of 
iShares as part of BlackRock’s purchase of 
Barclays Global Investors has not had a direct 
impact on the ETF business but offers great 
potential on the distribution side. “BlackRock 
made it clear from the beginning they wanted 
to buy an ETF business and their intention is 
to grow that. Over time the ETF products will 
have a greater distribution network as we’ll be 
able to employ the services of BlackRock not 
only in Europe but globally.”

Discussions are constantly underway with 

the iShares product development team to 
examine whether and how client requests 
can be turned into viable products. “We 
are hearing about strong demand in areas 
where we currently don’t have products at 
the moment, such as high-yield, emerging 
markets and broad local indices,” he says. 
“Our job is to take those ideas on board and 
see if we can produce something that works 
in the ETF space.”

But Claringbull cautions: “It’s important that 
you don’t just launch a product for the sake 
of it. It needs to have something tangible 
underneath, robust portfolio management, and 
a clear message and client understanding. 
There’s no point in a product following a 
trend that’s here today, gone tomorrow. It’s 
not about what people want to invest in now 
but in two or five years’ time.”

Not all investors are retreating to the 
safety of fixed-income products. Koei Imai, 
head of Nikko Asset Management’s ETF 
Centre, notes that around 10 per cent 
of assets in the firm’s ETFs are held by 
non-Japanese investors, mostly European 
institutional investors. The firm is also seeing 
an increase in the share of assets held by 
individuals in Japan.

“Traditionally banks have been the largest 
holders of Japanese ETFs, accounting for 
about 70 per cent of assets,” he says. “But 
last year, because of the environment, a 
lot of banks had to reduce the risk assets 
on their books, so the proportion of bank 
investment in our ETFs has declined in 
relative terms. However, we have been 
actively promoting ETF products to retail 
investors through events known as ‘ETF 
festivals’, and we are getting more response. 
We hope that the spread of ETF products 
into retail sales will increase in the future.”

A great deal of innovation in the industry 
takes place at the level of index providers 
such as Stoxx, which is now exploring the 
opportunities opened up its new ownership 
structure following the purchase of the stake 
previously held by Dow Jones by existing 
shareholders Deutsche Börse and Six Group. 
According to Konrad Sippel, responsible for 
global product development and sales at 
the firm, the change not only allows Stoxx 
to absorb the index businesses of its two 
shareholders into a combined business but 
will enable it to extend its focus, previously  14
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inveSCo  PoweRSHAReS

Innovation in the 
service of compelling 
investment solutions

Invesco PowerShares was honoured to be 
voted the Best Global Equity ETF Manager 
of 2010 by the readers of etfexpress. The 
firm believes the criteria for the award – 
innovation, consistency, depth of knowledge 
and transparency – are aligned with its 
strengths.

Regarding innovation and consistency, 
Invesco PowerShares has been consistently 
recognised as an innovator in the ETF 
industry. Invesco PowerShares has claimed 
the Most Innovative ETF award five times 
since 2004 for products including the 
PowerShares S&P 500 BuyWrite Portfolio 
(PBP), PowerShares FTSE RAFI US 1000 
Portfolio (PRF) and PowerShares WilderHill 
Clean Energy Portfolio (PBW).

In terms of depth of knowledge, Invesco 
PowerShares believes it has some of the 
brightest minds in the business and that 
when the definitive history of exchange-
traded funds is written, it will be identified 
as the company that sparked creative ideas 
in the ETF industry. The firm believes that 
these ideas have directly contributed to 
the development of ETFs that do more 
than simply track a capitalisation-weighted 
benchmark, but instead offer dynamic 
investment strategies.

Regarding transparency, 
PowerShares ETFs offer 100 per cent 
daily transparency in their holdings, 
fund structure, fees and expenses, and 
pricing.

The Powershares difference
When the first ETF was launched in 
1993, its purpose was simple — to 
track the S&P 500 Index while trading 
on a major exchange. Since then, 
many traditional ETFs have been 
designed to mirror benchmark indices. 

Investors use traditional ETFs to participate 
in the market while practising performance 
management. Not all investors, however, 
are willing to settle simply for a measure of 
the market.

For those investors that choose index 
funds, selecting an index that matches 
their investment objectives is key. Invesco 
PowerShares offers a collection of ETFs 
based on next-generation indices for 
individuals with investment objectives that 
go beyond merely tracking the market, but 
attempt to outperform industry averages 
through intelligent security selection 
and weighting.

The newest evolution in ETFs is actively-
managed ETFs, which are not based 
on any index. Instead, their investment 
objectives and strategies are determined 
by professional portfolio managers. Invesco 
PowerShares launched the world’s first suite 
of actively-managed ETFs in April 2008.

Looking ahead
Invesco PowerShares believes the ETF 
market will continue to gravitate toward 
value-added product design. As the leader 

in the value-added ETF market space, 
Invesco PowerShares believes it is well 
positioned for the next wave of ETF 
growth.

With more than 110 domestic and 
international index-based and actively-
managed ETFs, and franchise assets 
of some USD47bn as of December 
31, 2009, Invesco PowerShares plans 
to continue providing compelling 
investment solutions. Through 
all market conditions, Invesco 
PowerShares aims to hold true to its 
mission: seeking to build financial 
security for investors. n

Tim Mitchell receives the Best 
Global Equity ETF Manager 
award on behalf of Invesco 
PowerShares
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limited to Europe under the agreement with 
Dow Jones, to the global market.

“When developing new indices we usually 
work very closely with the market and 
with our in-house experts,” he says. “We 
have a group of financial engineers that 
continuously bring up innovative ideas, test 
them in the market and develop them further 
in collaboration with market participants. We 
also listen to what market participants need 
and create custom and branded solutions 
for our clients. The best example of that 
is probably the series of optimised sector 
indices launched in the past year.”

Sippel believes the shift toward ever-
greater customisation is set to intensify. 
“Index development trends are constantly 
moving toward individualisation,” he says. 
“The time of the big benchmarks has 
passed in some respects – those areas of 
the market are well covered. However, we 
see increasing demand from clients seeking 
individual solutions in terms of risk/return 
profile, specific market exposure and specific 
risk exposure, and we are working hard to 
provide our clients with the right framework 
for these indices.”

Among the most active developers of new 
products is db x-trackers, the ETF business 
launched by Deutsche Bank. “We have 
been very innovative over the past year, for 
instance with the launch of our hedge fund 
ETF,” says Simon Klein, head of db x-trackers 
sales for continental Europe. “We were the 
first ETF provider to launch a product based 
on hedge fund exposure, and we are now 
bringing leveraged long and short ETFs to 
the market.

“We will also focus on illiquid asset 
classes such as the EPRA real estate indices, 
and create more unique products such as 
our recently-launched China A-share ETF, 
which was the first Ucits III-compliant ETF 
investing on China A-shares. In addition, we 
also recently launched our exchange-traded 
commodity platform, and we plan to list 
another 30 ETCs by the end of the year.”

Exchange-traded commodities have 
been a major growth area during the crisis 
period and more providers are coming 
into the market (another recent entrant is 
UBS). However, pride of place is held by 
ETF Securities, whose founders launched 
the ETC concept in Australia in the early 

2000s and which now has an extensive 
commodities platform spanning Europe, the 
US, Japan and Australia.

While its ETC platform continues to 
expand geographically, ETF Securities has 
also been active in other areas, such as the 
launch of ETF Exchange, an ETF platform 
backed by a consortium of banks.  “So far 
we have Barclays, Citibank, Merrill Lynch 
and Rabobank on the platform,” says head 
of sales Scott Thompson. “The banks 
increasingly want to get involved in the growth 
of ETFs, but it’s an expensive business with a 
high fixed cost base. Joining a platform allows 
those costs to be shared and the banks to 
leverage their distribution capabilities.

“Separately, we have made a whole 
new asset class available in ETF form 
with our foreign exchange platform. This 
gives investors the ability to trade foreign 
exchange on-exchange for the first time. It 
has proved very popular in the light of the 
fiscal problems faced by countries such as 
Greece, and even the UK.”

Thompson says users of the platform 
include investors that are looking to get into 
foreign exchange as the ultimate macro 
asset class, but are concerned about trading 
sovereign debt given the increased perception 
of default risk. “Instead they will trade on 
macro views through the foreign exchange 
market,” he says. “We’ve had clients who 
primarily have been shorting euros, sterling 
and yen. As we’re partnering with Morgan 
Stanley, clients have also been able to hear 
Morgan Stanley’s ideas and research.”

Amundi, the investment business created 
at the end of last year by the combination 
of the asset management arms of Crédit 
Agricole and Société Générale, sees 
2010 as a year of expansion in the ETF 
sector, especially to extend the group’s 
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market strength beyond France to other 
key European markets. Says head of ETF 
product development Matthieu Guignard: 
“We currently have a range of 78 products 
covering all asset classes including 
equities, fixed income, money markets and 
commodities, and we intend to have around 
100 products by the end of this year.

“We are looking to position Amundi ETF 
by offering cost-efficient products – on 
average they are 20 per cent cheaper than 
those of our competitors – as well as the 
quality of our ETFs and the solid credit rating 
of the Crédit Agricole Group, which acts as 
the swap counterparty of all our equity ETFs. 
We are also innovative, with a number of 
exclusive offerings such as global sectors 
and the short fixed-income range that we 
launched in January.”

Amundi, whose establishment was 
announced by the partners in January 2009, 
spent much of last year developing products 
for listing on Euronext Paris, but the firm has 
been highly active abroad in the first months 
of this year, listing ETFs on European 
exchanges including Deutsche Börse and 
Borsa Italiana. Says Guignard: “Our ambition 
is to become one of the top five ETF issuers 
in Europe by 2012 with more than EUR10bn 
in assets.”

Another new entrant to the market is 
Source, which is owned by a consortium 
of international banks and capital markets 
players. “We plan to continue to grow and 
expand the range of products that we offer 
to investors,” says chief executive Ted Hood. 
“But equally we intend to remain focused on 
the things that brought us into this business 
in the first place. There is still a lot more 
work to be done in terms of enhancing 
liquidity, creating transparency around 
counterparty risk, delivering performance and 
getting the message out to investors.”

Hood believes that ETFs will continue to 
attract assets from investors that have been 
disappointed with the performance of active 
management during the crisis. “We continue 
to speak with investors that have not used 
ETFs in the past but have come around to 
the idea,” he says. “They are stepping away 
from actively-managed funds, using more 
of a tactical asset allocation strategy to 
generate value, and using simple products 
like ETFs to express their investment 

preferences among different benchmarks.
“It’s inevitable that ETFs will continue 

to take market share away from active 
managers, particularly those seeking to 
generate alpha over very liquid and well-
covered benchmarks. Numerous studies over 
the years have shown it is extremely difficult 
for an investment manager to pick stocks 
that outperform their benchmark year in, year 
out. When you factor in the relatively high 
costs, expressed in the form of management 
fees, it’s even more difficult to outperform 
the benchmark. We will continue to see ETFs 
take money away from those managers.”

However, Klein argues that rather than 
being in competition, active and passive 
management is increasingly complementary, 
and notes that in fact active managers are 
among the most substantial users of ETFs. 
“It’s not a question of active versus passive,” 
he says. “We will see very active managers 
increase their ETF holdings. Because ETFs 
are very liquid, they can use them to change 
their asset allocation.”

Tim Mitchell, head of specialist funds 
at Invesco Perpetual, adds: “There’s a big 
debate in the industry about whether active 
will be replaced by passive management, 
but that’s not really the right question to ask. 
What we will see is a continuation of the 
separation between alpha and beta. There 
is plenty of room for great active managers 
to charge premium fees for delivering truly 
great active products, but there’s also 
plenty of demand for beta products. We see 
increasing use of asset allocation strategies 
that beta fits into very neatly.

Mitchell says the group’s ETF provider, 
Invesco PowerShares, offers an alternative 
way to provide that beta exposure through 
its fundamentally-weighted products, which 
use a combination of four ‘fundamental’ 
factors – total cash dividends, free cash flow, 
total sales and book equity value – instead 
of market capitalisation as the basis for 
weighting index constituents.

“The big, well-known indices are incredibly 
well catered for by the big providers,” he 
says. “Invesco PowerShares continues to 
offer products that can be considered niche 
but offer real value to investors, with very 
exciting strategies. The concept of alternative 
beta is completely underrepresented in the 
ETF world.” n


